
2109 Westinghouse Blvd.
P.O. Box 7143

Charlotte, NC 28271-7143
800-323-0736

NDCSupply.Orders@Scouting.org
www.ScoutShop.org

Fill out this section if you’re able to find an existing in-stock pants size
that basically fits and only requires alterations to inseam length.
Simply follow these easy steps for requesting pants modifications:

1) Try on pants at a Scout Shop; record BSA SKU# below of style that fits best.
2) Measure current inseam length of pants you try on and record below.
3) Indicate the new requested hemmed inseam below.
4) Subtract the difference between the current stock measurement (even if it is an unhemmed measurement)    
    and the new requested hemmed measurement.

BSA Stock SKU: Description:

All measurements should be based on actual garments. Not body measurements.

From side to side 8" below waistband. Double this measurement.
B. Hip - 8“ Down: x 2:

x 2:A. Waist:

From side to side and double this measurement. 
Do not stretch elastic if any is present.

*This measurement will not correspond to the size on the 
  label. Please take this measurement from the garment 
  as directed below.

F. Front Rise:
Starting at the bottom of the waistband, measure along the 
front zipper and seam to the intersection of the inseam.

G. Back Rise:
Starting at the bottom of the waistband, measure along the 
back seam to the intersection of the inseam.

PLEASE TYPE OR WRITE LEGIBLY

C. Inseam:
x 2:

E. Bottom Leg Opening:

From side to side at the bottom. Double this measurement.

Customer’s Personal Measurement:
Customer’s Typical Trouser Size:

Height: Weight:
Waist: Inseam:

Current BSA Stock Item:
Difference (+-):

Customer Requested:inches inches

inches

C. Inseam Length
(From top of inseam to bottom of the pant)

Hemmed
Un-Hemmed

Made-To-Measure Form
Men’s Scouts BSA Uniform Pants

ONLY INSEAM LENGTH CHANGE REQUEST  

MADE-TO-MEASURE REQUEST        
Please use casual trousers (not jeans!) from woven fabric that fit you well to take these garment measurements.  We will make the new garment to the measurements that you indicate below. 
For best results, lay your garment flat on a hard surface and use a soft measuring tape.  Smooth the garment with your hands, but do not stretch the fabric. Ironing is recommended for 
garments that are highly wrinkled. We highly recommend asking a professional tailor to take these measurements. 
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BACK RISE
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                         - From the crotch to pant edge. (Add 2” to 
actual inseam measurement to account for hemming)

02/21

Diagram B

Diagram A

Diagram C

For more accurate measurements, lay your garment FLAT on a HARD surface and use a soft measuring tape. Smooth the garment with your hands, but do not 
stretch the fabric. Ironing is recommended for garments that are highly wrinkled.
Note: For optimal results, consult a professional tailor to take these garment measurements. 

Customer Name:
Shipping Address:
Day Time Phone Number:

Date:

Email:
For Office Use Only For Office Use Only

Order Number:

Comments:

PO Number:

All made to measure payments are collected up front. Delivery can take up to 16 weeks.

x 2:
D. Thigh - 1“ Below Crotch:

Measure across the leg, parallel to the leg opening, 
1" below crotch. Double this measurement.
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Fill out this section if you’re able to find an existing in-stock pants size
that basically fits and only requires alterations to inseam length.
Simply follow these easy steps for requesting pants modifications:

1) Try on pants at a Scout Shop; record BSA SKU# below of style that fits best.
2) Measure current inseam length of pants you try on and record below.
3) Indicate the new requested hemmed inseam below.
4) Subtract the difference between the current stock measurement (even if it is an unhemmed measurement)    
    and the new requested hemmed measurement.

BSA Stock SKU: Description:

All measurements should be based on actual garments. Not body measurements.

From side to side 8" below waistband. Double this measurement.
B. Hip - 8“ Down: x 2:

x 2:A. Waist:

From side to side and double this measurement. 
Do not stretch elastic if any is present.

*This measurement will not correspond to the size on the 
  label. Please take this measurement from the garment 
  as directed below.

F. Front Rise:
Starting at the bottom of the waistband, measure along the 
front zipper and seam to the intersection of the inseam.

G. Back Rise:
Starting at the bottom of the waistband, measure along the 
back seam to the intersection of the inseam.

PLEASE TYPE OR WRITE LEGIBLY

C. Inseam:
x 2:

E. Bottom Leg Opening:

From side to side at the bottom. Double this measurement.

Customer’s Personal Measurement:
Customer’s Typical Trouser Size:

Height: Weight:
Waist: Inseam:

Current BSA Stock Item:
Difference (+-):

Customer Requested:inches inches

inches

C. Inseam Length
(From top of inseam to bottom of the pant)

Hemmed
Un-Hemmed

Made-To-Measure Form
Ladies’ Scouts BSA Uniform Roll-up Pants

ONLY INSEAM LENGTH CHANGE REQUEST  

MADE-TO-MEASURE REQUEST        
Please use casual trousers (not jeans!) from woven fabric that fit you well to take these garment measurements.  We will make the new garment to the measurements that you indicate below. 
For best results, lay your garment flat on a hard surface and use a soft measuring tape.  Smooth the garment with your hands, but do not stretch the fabric. Ironing is recommended for 
garments that are highly wrinkled. We highly recommend asking a professional tailor to take these measurements. 

BACK RISEFRONT RISE

                         - From the crotch to pant edge. (Add 2” to 
actual inseam measurement to account for hemming)

For more accurate measurements, lay your garment FLAT on a HARD surface and use a soft measuring tape. Smooth the garment with your hands, but do not 
stretch the fabric. Ironing is recommended for garments that are highly wrinkled.
Note: For optimal results, consult a professional tailor to take these garment measurements. 

Customer Name:
Shipping Address:
Day Time Phone Number:

Date:

Email:
For Office Use Only For Office Use Only

Order Number:

Comments:

PO Number:

All made to measure payments are collected up front. Delivery can take up to 16 weeks.

02/21
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x 2:
D. Thigh - 1“ Below Crotch:

Measure across the leg, parallel to the leg opening, 
1" below crotch. Double this measurement.
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Fill out this section if you’re able to find an existing in-stock pants size
that basically fits and only requires alterations to inseam length.
Simply follow these easy steps for requesting pants modifications:

1) Try on pants at a Scout Shop; record BSA SKU# below of style that fits best.
2) Measure current inseam length of pants you try on and record below.
3) Indicate the new requested hemmed inseam below.
4) Subtract the difference between the current stock measurement (even if it is an unhemmed measurement)    
    and the new requested hemmed measurement.

BSA Stock SKU: Description:

All measurements should be based on actual garments. Not body measurements.

From side to side 8" below waistband. Double this measurement.
B. Hip - 8" Down: x 2:

x 2:A. Waist:

From side to side and double this measurement. 
Do not stretch elastic if any is present.

*This measurement will not correspond to the size on the 
  label. Please take this measurement from the garment 
  as directed below.

F. Front Rise:
Starting at the bottom of the waistband, measure along the 
front zipper and seam to the intersection of the inseam.

G. Back Rise:
Starting at the bottom of the waistband, measure along the 
back seam to the intersection of the inseam.

PLEASE TYPE OR WRITE LEGIBLY

C. Inseam:
x 2:

E. Bottom Leg Opening:

From side to side at the bottom. Double this measurement.

Customer’s Personal Measurement:
Customer’s Typical Trouser Size:

Height: Weight:
Waist: Inseam:

Current BSA Stock Item:
Difference (+-):

Customer Requested:inches inches

inches

C. Inseam Length
(From top of inseam to bottom of the pant)

Hemmed
Un-Hemmed

Made-To-Measure Form
Boys’ Scouts BSA Uniform Pants

ONLY INSEAM LENGTH CHANGE REQUEST  

MADE-TO-MEASURE REQUEST        
Please use casual trousers (not jeans!) from woven fabric that fit you well to take these garment measurements.  We will make the new garment to the measurements that you indicate below. 
For best results, lay your garment flat on a hard surface and use a soft measuring tape.  Smooth the garment with your hands, but do not stretch the fabric. Ironing is recommended for 
garments that are highly wrinkled. We highly recommend asking a professional tailor to take these measurements. 

GFRONT RISE

BACK RISE
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                         - From the crotch to pant edge. (Add 2” to 
actual inseam measurement to account for hemming)

Diagram B

Diagram A

Diagram C

For more accurate measurements, lay your garment FLAT on a HARD surface and use a soft measuring tape. Smooth the garment with your hands, but do not 
stretch the fabric. Ironing is recommended for garments that are highly wrinkled.
Note: For optimal results, consult a professional tailor to take these garment measurements. 

Customer Name:
Shipping Address:
Day Time Phone Number:

Date:

Email:
For Office Use Only For Office Use Only

Order Number:

Comments:

PO Number:

All made to measure payments are collected up front. Delivery can take up to 16 weeks.

02/21

x 2:
D. Thigh - 1“ Below Crotch:

Measure across the leg, parallel to the leg opening, 
1" below crotch. Double this measurement.
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Fill out this section if you’re able to find an existing in-stock pants size
that basically fits and only requires alterations to inseam length.
Simply follow these easy steps for requesting pants modifications:

1) Try on pants at a Scout Shop; record BSA SKU# below of style that fits best.
2) Measure current inseam length of pants you try on and record below.
3) Indicate the new requested hemmed inseam below.
4) Subtract the difference between the current stock measurement (even if it is an unhemmed measurement)    
    and the new requested hemmed measurement.

BSA Stock SKU: Description:

All measurements should be based on actual garments. Not body measurements.

From side to side 8" below waistband. Double this measurement.
B. Hip - 8“ Down: x 2:

x 2:A. Waist:

From side to side and double this measurement. 
Do not stretch elastic if any is present.

*This measurement will not correspond to the size on the 
  label. Please take this measurement from the garment 
  as directed below.

F. Front Rise:
Starting at the bottom of the waistband, measure along the 
front zipper and seam to the intersection of the inseam.

G. Back Rise:
Starting at the bottom of the waistband, measure along the 
back seam to the intersection of the inseam.

PLEASE TYPE OR WRITE LEGIBLY

x 2:
D. Thigh - 1“ Below Crotch:

Measure across the leg, parallel to the leg opening, 
1" below crotch. Double this measurement.

C. Inseam:
x 2:

E. Bottom Leg Opening:

From side to side at the bottom. Double this measurement.

Customer’s Personal Measurement:
Customer’s Typical Trouser Size:

Height: Weight:
Waist: Inseam:

Current BSA Stock Item:
Difference (+-):

Customer Requested:inches inches

inches

C. Inseam Length
(From top of inseam to bottom of the pant)

Hemmed
Un-Hemmed

Made-To-Measure Form
Girls’ Scouts BSA Uniform Roll-up Pants

ONLY INSEAM LENGTH CHANGE REQUEST  

MADE-TO-MEASURE REQUEST        
Please use casual trousers (not jeans!) from woven fabric that fit you well to take these garment measurements.  We will make the new garment to the measurements that you indicate below. 
For best results, lay your garment flat on a hard surface and use a soft measuring tape.  Smooth the garment with your hands, but do not stretch the fabric. Ironing is recommended for 
garments that are highly wrinkled. We highly recommend asking a professional tailor to take these measurements. 

                         - From the crotch to pant edge. (Add 2” to 
actual inseam measurement to account for hemming)

For more accurate measurements, lay your garment FLAT on a HARD surface and use a soft measuring tape. Smooth the garment with your hands, but do not 
stretch the fabric. Ironing is recommended for garments that are highly wrinkled.
Note: For optimal results, consult a professional tailor to take these garment measurements. 

Customer Name:
Shipping Address:
Day Time Phone Number:

Date:

Email:
For Office Use Only For Office Use Only

Order Number:

Comments:

PO Number:

All made to measure payments are collected up front. Delivery can take up to 16 weeks.

02/21
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